S3 Fig. Analysis of the terms of the DOPE and DFIRE potentials. (A) Forms of the 12561 terms of DOPE [1]. Each term is associated to a couple of heavy atom types from the 20 standard residues. Irrespective of the atom types, all the functions start to acquire a flat shape above the 8.0 Å threshold. (B) Confrontation of DOPE and DFIRE [2] terms. An hexbin density plot compares 364269 data points from all the 12561 terms of DOPE (x-axis) and DFIRE (y-axis) (each term has 29 points, which report the score of the potential in a linear space from 0.75 to 14.75 Å). The scores of the two potentials are highly correlated (Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.99).
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